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fields, Discrete Applied Mathematics 33 (1991) 205-214. 
We propose a uniform approach to BCH codes, Goppa codes, and subfield subcodes of algebraic 
geometric odes on curves of arbitrary genus, based on exponential sums along a curve. In this 
way we generalize some classical and recent results on the dimension, the minimum distance, the 
covering radius, and the spectrum of long BCH codes. 
1. Statements of results 
Let X be a smooth projective absolutely irreducible algebraic curve of genus g 
over ffq, q =p’, p is a prime. If not stated otherwise all geometric data are defined 
over 50. We refer to Section 3 for definitions from algebraic geometry. Let G be 
an effictive divisor defined over ffq, and L(G) be the space of rational functions 
defined over ffq whose divisor (f) is such that (f)+ G is effective. Let 
{RQl, . ..v Qn} be the set of ffq-points of X outside the support of G, and let 
o=Q, + ... + Qn. Define r(D, G) (respectively T(D, G - P )) to be the algebraic 
geometric code over Fq of length n whose parity check matrix is IIh(Q& where the 
fi form a basis of L(G) (respectively L(G - P)). Since L(G) is spanned by L(G - P) 
and constant functions, r(D, G) is the subcode of T(D, G - P) consisting of vectors 
with zero sum of coordinates. 
Let S(D,G-P)=T(D,G-P)nffi and S(D,G)=f’(U,G)n[F,” be the s 
field subcodes over the prime field iFP. 
rl*,lt?\ rc Ba We shall ass-ume that p UG~~UJ 2 [C = 
#(X(&J \ supp(G)) - 1. Define G1 to be the divisor of maximum degree such that 
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O=pGi 5 G. By s we denote the number of points in supp(G), deiined over the 
algebraic closure of ffq. Let us denote r = dim L(G - P) - dim L(G, -P), If 
deg(Gi - P) > 2g - 2 this equals deg(G) - deg(Gr) by the Riemann-Roth theorem. 
In particular for G =pGi we have r = (1 - l/p) deg(G). 
heorem 1. Assume that one of the two following conditions holds: 
(i) n > ((2g - 2 + s + deg(G))p”2 +s + 1 )p, n > Ir; 
(ii) I > 210gP((2g - 1+ s + deg(G))p + 2g + 1), 
rr CW ‘9 
dim(S(D, G)) = n - lr - 1, dim(S(D, G -P)) = n - lr. 
Note that the inequalities dim(S(D, G)) 2 n - lmr - 1 and dim(S(D, G - P)) L n - lr 
were previously obtained in [S, 13,141. 
Theorem 2. Assume that one of the two followifig conditions holds: 
(i) n > ((2g - 2 + s + deg(G))p1’2 + s+ l)~“/‘~‘* r); 
(ii) I> (4r + 2) logJ2g + s + 1 + deg(G)), 
then the covering radius of S(D, G-P) is at most 2r + 1. The covering radius of 
S(D,G) is at most 2r-U forp+2, and 2r+2 forp=2. 
3. Assume that one of the two following conditions holds: 
(i) n > max{ ((2g - 2 + s + deg(G))p”2 + s + l)~“/(~‘+ ), ((2r + 2)/~)~‘~~- ‘) l 
pplr/(2r+ l)(p- 1) 
1 
(ii) I> max{ (4r + 2; logp(2g + s + 1 + deg(G)), 2(2r + 2) log,((2r + 2)/p)), 
then the minimum distance of S(D, G - P) is at most 2r + 1. The minimum distance 
of S(D, G) is at most 2r + 1 for p7t 2, and 2r + 2 for p = 2. 
If deg(G)>2g - 1, then the designed istance of S(D, G-P) is deg(G) - 2g -t 1. 
Assume for simplicity that G is a multiple of a lFq-point Q, G =pmQ, m>2g- 1 l 
Then by the Riemann-Roth theorem r= (p- l)m, thus 
pm - 2g + 15 mindist(S(D, G- P)) 5 2(p - 1)m + 1. 
Observe that for p = 2 the gap here reduces to 29. In particular for BCH and Goppa 
codes these bounds are tight (cf. 193). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the behavior of 
subspaces of IF: with respect o the raising to the pth power. In Section 3 we 
describe which functions from L(G) are of the form hP - h, which is essential for 
the construction of a nice parity chec k matrix in Section 4. In Section 5 we estimate 
the number of solutions of a certain system of algebraic equations. In Section 6 we 
prove Theorems 1, 2, and 3 by reduction to this estimate. The proofs given here are 
a bit sketchy, and we only stress the modifications which must be done in the 
inally, Section 7 is devoted to the discussion of 
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In a subsequent paper [12] we shall prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 4. Let 2 denote any of the codes S(D, G) or S(D, G - P). Let w # 0 be the 
weight of a nonzero codeword of the dual code 2’) then either 
OI= 
)w-n(l-1/p)1%(1-l/p)((2g-2+s+deg(G))p”2+s+1), 
Z=S(D,G), and w=n. 
Th~OiZi3 5. Let iii bi? the f?t;8%UCI WJ hnw nf nnrin~m~-A nf Qtn P- D\ nf the A)aspnn;no LUUC VVVl Us WJ U \U, U- 1 I “J I rrrrrrc6 
weight i, then for i> 21ogJ4g +s+ l), we have 
IUi-(/I- l)i( ?)//+‘I <Cn’“(p- 1)‘12( r>“2, 
where C depends only on p, g, s, and deg(G). (C can be computed explicitly.) 
The proof of Theorem 4 is based on the Weil-Bombieri estimate for exponential 
sums along a curve [l], Delsarte’s theorem [2], and the results of this paper. 
Theorem 5 is obtained by combining Theorem 4 with the theory developed in [3, 
631. We refer to [12] for detailed exposition. 
2. Stichtenoth’s filtration 
Let q=p’ be a power of a prime, and 5: be a ffq-vector space with fixed basis. 
Let 
0(x,, . . . . x,)=(x;, . . . . x,“) 
be a bijective map of ff: to itself, o ’ = Id. Although o is not linear, it maps a vector 
subspace of ff: to a vector subspace. If L and M are vector subspaces of V$ then 
a(L + M) = o(L) + o(M). Let W be a subspace of ff:. Following [ 131 we define a 
filtration on W, which we call Stichtenoth’s filtration. Let 
then W= & 2 @ 2 l *e > B$z .*. . Equivalently, B$+ 1 can be defined by induction 
as Pdno-‘UI;:= wna-‘&. Define ?V*= w,_l, then oW*= W*, and the filtration 
terminates at WI_ 1. The following statement is an extended version of [ 13, Lemma 
41. 
. Let W be a subspace of FJ. Then there exists a subspace 
such that 
(a) dim(U) = dim(W) - dim( W,), 
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(b) WC w*+ W+aU+-+a’-‘U, 
(c) Un(a-Id)W=Q. 
roof. Let us first note that if 0 l~jl i, then a’& Z w-j C_ 3’. In particular we 
have W=Wo~a~~~~=o>a’~>*=o~(~‘-‘~,_~=W*. For i=O,..,,Z-2 choose a 
subspace LJi 2 P such that a’& is a direct sum of Ui and CT’( k?$+ 1+ 06, 1)9 
G’Ff$= Ui@(bi&+l + Oi+’ M/I+ ,). Clearly the sum U0 + l .0 + U,_ Z is direct. Define 
U= U&P@ Q-2. Now let us compute dim( Ui) = dim(a’K) - dim@’ H$ + 1+ 
a’+r~+t)=dim(I4$)-dim(o-‘&+, + &+,). Since W$+Z=o-lK+l f7 &+r, we 
have dim(Q-‘W$+,+ K$+l)=dim(a-‘~+t)+dim(~+I)-dim(a-’~+l~ M$+,)= 
2dim(&)-dim(F.2). It follows that dim(Ui) = dim( H$) - 2dim( H$+ r ) + 
dim( y+2), hence dim(U) =dim(W) - dim(W,), which proves (a). Let us prove (b) 
by induction. Denote V= W*+ U+ aU+ l .* -f &’ U. It is clear that W* C_ I/ and 
Q-~U-=&‘U-C V . Assume W i+ l c V. Since V is a-invariant, we have u J4$ + 1 c V, 
hence &= c/r&+ (y+, + aWj+ *) c V for all i. In particular W= &C V, which 
proves (b). Now let M = crw - w E U for some w E W. Let us remark that o‘w E W. Let 
= u -i=() c i-2 Ui, where UiE Ui. Let US deliote j=min{iI UiZO}, SO that U= C:L; tiie 
Recall that Uica’&, thus &UE W for i=O, . . . . j. Therefore C’W- CfZO @u= 
(TW- c;__, (&i w-~-~w)==c?wE W for k=-1,0, . . . . j. It follows that 
O-jwt w. Thllc 5. w -rj+i,._2 --I-Y l!=!?QW- . . -v ws/rJw. . +gj+lW. ..J+i- Now g=gj+ C:i;+i g;, 
where Ci=i+l MiEUj+t+***+U/_2CB *“+;+W j+l* We get UjE(OjWj+,+ 
~j+'~+l)nUj, henceuj- 0 in contradiction with our definition of j. This proves 
(c)a 0 
unctions which are not of the form gp -g 
Let K denote the algebraic closure of lFq. If L is a field containing U$ then X(L) 
denotes the set of points of X with coordinates in L, or shortly, L-points of X. The 
field of rational functions on X defined over L is denoted by L(X). Let F be the 
Frobenius automorphism of X characterized by the property that it acts identically 
on IF/V), d an raises constant functions to the qth power. The action of F on X(K) 
is given by raising the coordinates of a point to the qth power. In particular, IF,- 
points of X are F-invariant. 
Let G= C:=, niPi, PiEX(K), be an effective divisor, i.e., nil03 i= 1, . . . . t. 
Assume that G is defined over ffq, which means that G is F-invariant. The set 
W 19 l *=9 Pt} is called the support of G, and is denoted by supp(G). Let 
L(G)C IFJX) be the space of rational functions defined over ffq whose divisor (f) 
is such that (f) + G is effective. Recall that (f) = (f)* - (f)03J where (f)* and (j&, 
are effective divisors of zeroes and poles, respectively. 
Let Gi = [G/p’] be the effective divisor of maximum degree such that G -piGi is 
effective. Clearly Gi= $=, [nj/P’]Pj is defined over iFq. Equivalently, L(Gi) = 
(MEL )fP’~L(G)) ={feL(Gi-,) )fPeL(Gi-l)}= 
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Proposition 3.1. Let f = gp - g E L(G) where g F M(X). If R E X (oI,>\ supp(G), then 
g-g(R)EUG,-R). 
Proof. If the pole of g at Q E X(K) is of order s, then that off is of order ps. It 
follows that p(g), =(f)-, thus (g) + G1 is effective. It remains to show that 
g -g(R) E IFJX). It is possible to choose a local parameter Ui E K(X) at Pi such that 
z+= F(ui) for Pi = F(Pi). (Indeed, let lFqs be the field of definition of Pi. Let 
Ui E lFqs(X) be a local parameter at Pi. NOW for Pj = F(Pi) take Uj = F(ui j LO be a 
local parameter at Pj . Since FS is the identity on ff&X), this definition is correct. 
This must be done for all F-orbits in (P,, . . . ) P,} .) Let n be the order of g in Pi. 
Consider the principal parts of the Laurent series off and g at Pi: 
f = apnu f Pn + 0.. + alu,’ mod (functions regular in Pi), 
g = b,u,.+ + l me + b&’ mod (functions regular in Pi). 
Then we obtain 
for j=O (modp), 
otherwise. 
(1) 
Considering (1) as a system of equations on bj, *tie see that (1) has at most one 
solution, Since F(f) = f, for Pj = F(Pi) we get 
f f a$4j~p’ + l ** + aQui’ mod (functions regular in Pj>. 
It follows that the principal part of g at Pj is given by 
g = b&uJyPn + 0.0 + b@,T’ mod (functions regular in Pj>. 
This means that the set of principal parts of g at PI, . . . , P[ is globally F-invariant, 
hence F(g) -g is everywhere regular on X. Since X is projective, F(g) -g = c EK. 
Since R E X(Eq), we have F(g)(R) = F(g)(F(R)) =g(R)q = F(g(R)). Thus c = 
F(g)(R) - g(R) = FM@) -g(R). Now F(g -g(R)) - (g-g(R)) = 0, i.e., 
z-g(R)E IFq(X). Cl 3 
Once and for all fix a point PEX([F,) outside supp(G). 
asy 3.2. Let f E L(G) (respectively f tzL(G - P)) be such that f =gp -g, 
g E K(X). Then there exists h E L(G1 ) (respectively h E L( Gl- P)) .cuch that 
f = hP - h + a for some a E ffq (respectively f = hP - h). 
In-_ -1? 
lirCWWI* Take h=g-gjr"jEL(Cl-P), then a=g(p).D- $jPj=f-:tP+hEffq 
because f and h are defined over ffq. If f(P) =0, then a =O. Cl 
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4. Construction of parity check matrix 
Let X(ffq9\(supp(G9 U P) = {Q1, . . . , Qn}. Define the divisor D= Q, + ..* + Qn. 
Consider the linear map 
E~:L(G-P)+lF;, &o(f)=f(Q:X=..,f(Qn)). 
We have Ker(&& = L(G- P-D), thus &D is injective if n~deg(G). Let us consider 
a filtration on L(G -P): L(G - P) > L(G, - P) 2 ..* 1 L(Gi - P) 2 l a* . From the 
definition of the Gi in Section 3 it is clear that L(Gi- P) = {f~ L(G - P) 1 
f% L(Gi_ 1 -P)}. We preserve the notation of Section 2. 
roposition 4.1. Let p deg(G)rn. Define W= eD(L(G - P)), and kt { 4) be 
Stichtenoth’s filtration on W. Then &D is injective, and Co(L(Gi - P)) = we. 
roof. We proceed by induction. &D(L(G- P)) = Wo is tautological. Assume that 
&D(L(Gi _ 1- P)) = 4 - 1 is true, iz 1. Let us use the definition &= U/‘~^I 0-l w_ ]. 
Since &g(f ‘) = o&D(f), we get the inclusion &D(L(Gi- P)) C H$. Let w E & C &_ 1, 
then by our assumption w = &D( f) for some f E L(Gi_ l - P). we have that &D( f ‘9 = 
mwEaH$c y-1. Again by the assumption &o(f ‘) = &D(g) for some 
g E L(Gi_ 1 -P). NOW &g( fp - g) = 0 implies that f p -g E L(pGi_ I- P-D). Since 
p deg(Gi_ 1) up deg(G) C n + 1, we see that deg(pGi_ I- P-D) < 0 and 
L(pGi_l-P-D)=O. Thus fP=gEL(Gi_l-P) implying fEL(Gi-P). 0 
Corollary 4;t. If G is effective, and p deg(G) (: n = # { X(5J \ supp(G)} - 1, then 
L([G/p’-‘]) = Fq, and L([G/p’-‘1 -P) =O. In particular, W*=Q for Stichtenoth’s 
filtration on &D(L(G - P)) c IF:. 
Proof. Recall that W* = W,_ 1 is a-invariant. it follows froim Proposition 4.1 that 
L(GI_,-P)=L(G,-P)=*-~=L(GI,i--P)=~~* for any is0. Let i be such that 
p”‘>deg(G), then G/+i=O. Therefore ‘L(GI_, -P)=O, and L(G,_I) consists of 
constant functions only. 0 
Now we proceed to the constructing of parity check matrices of subfield subcodes 
of algebraic-geometric codes T(D, G) and r(D, G - P) over the prime field ffp. By 
definition, the q-ary codes T(D, G) = eD(L(G))’ and T(D, G-P) = &o(L(G - P))’ 
are subspaces of Fq. Let us denote their subfield subcodes over lFp by S(D, G) and 
S(D, G-P) respectively: S(D, G) = J’(D, G) n ff;, S(D, G-P) = T(D, G - Pj n ltf:w 
.3. Keeping the previous notation let W= E&L(G - P)). Let U c W be 
the subspace constructed in Proposition 2.1. Let U’ be the subspaw of ff: spanned 
by U avzd the vector (1,l 
U’l n ff;. 
,..., 1). Then S(D,G-P)=U’nlF:, and S(D,G)= 
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.1(b) and Corollary 4.2. @ 
emark 4.4. Let p deg(G) 5 n, then by Proposition 2.1(a) dim(U) = dim(L(G - P)) - 
dim(L(G1 - P)). If deg(G1 - P) 2 2g- 1, where g is the genus of X, then dim(U) = 
deg(G) - deg(Gr) by Riemann-Roth. 
Denote r = dim(W) = dim(L(G - P)) - dim(L(Gr - P)), and let cl,. . . , c, be a basis 
of U. Consider the matrix %‘= llcijll of size r x n, and the matrix %” of size (r + 1) x n 
which is obtained from E? by adding the all-one row (I, 1, . . . ,I). Then g (respectively 
@?‘) is a parity check matrix of r(D, G - P) (respectively IJD, G)). The matrix @? has 
the following nice property: 
Proposition 4.5. LetJ’;:= $(ci), i = 1 , . . . , r, then no nonzero linear combination of 
f ,,...,fr is of theform hP-h for h&(X). 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.1(c) and Corollary 3.2. q 
Let us fix an isomorphism of ffp-vector spaces @ : lFq --) ffi. Substituting each entry 
cij of E’ by the column vector @(c,$, we get a IF,,-matrix 9 of size rl x n. Adding the 
all-one row to $7, yields a ll$-matrix 9’ of size (rl+ 1) x n. We conclude that 9 
(respectively 9’) is a parity check matrix of S(D, G - P) (respectively of S(D, G)). 
5. Systems of equations of diagonal type 
Let ejE[Fq\(Q}, j=l,..., u, and aiEIFq, i=l,..., r. Leth;:EL(G-F), i=l,..., r, 
be the same as in Section 4. Consider the following system of algebraic equations 
jgI ejh(Rj)=ai, i= l,...,r, (2) 
where the variables Rj range over supp(n) = { Q1, . . . , Qn> =X([F,)\(supp(G) U 
{P}). The number of solutions of this system can be estimated using the Weil-Bom- 
bieri bound for exponential sums along a curve [ 11. Denote s = # (X(K) n supp(G)). 
roposition 5.1. The number N, of solutions of (2) satisfies the inequality 
IN, - nVq’/ < ((2g - 2 -I s + deg(G))q”2 + s + 1)‘. 
The proof follows the pattern of [4] verb&m. Due to i wosition 4.5 we are in 
a position to apply the Weil-BomblrE. ;pri bound in place of the Carlitz-Uchiyama 
bound. 
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6. imension, covering radius, and minimum distance 
From the construction of 9 and 9’ it follows that dim(S(D, G - P))r n -r/, 
dim(S(D,G))zn-1 -rl (cf. [5,13,14]). 
roof of ‘Theorem 1. Clearly dim@@, G-P)) = n - rl iff y3 is of maximal rank. 
Equivalently, the linear system 
i ( gjcr;: Qj)Z(Ji, !_ l- 1, . . ..r. 
j=l 
in variables ul, . . . , u, has a solution Uj E ffp, j= 1, . . . , n, for arbitrary aiE ffq, 
i=l , . . . , r. Consider the system of algebraic equations of the form (2): 
i A(Rj)=Ci, i= 1, l m-,rm (4) 
j=l 
We claim that if (4) has a solution then so does (3). Indeed, let Uis # {j ( Rj = Qi} 
(mod p). To see that (i) implies the solvability of (4) use Proposition 5.1. An elemen- 
tary computation using the Weil bound for #X&) shows that (ii) impiies (i). In 
the case of S(D, G) y3 is replaced by y3/, and we must add the equation 
n 
c Uj= 00, (5) 
J=l 
to (3). Instead of (4) we consider the following system: 
where b=q+ 1 - II (modp). Clearly (6) is of the form (2) with I) = n for b#O, and 
v =n - 1 for b=O. We conclude the proof in the same way as above. q 
roof of Theorem 2. Let us first deal with the covering radius of S(D, G-P). 
Assuming dim(S(D, G-P)) = n - rl, almost by definition the covering radius is at 
most v, if the linear system 
V 
UjJr;-(Qj)=ai, i= 1, _si 9 r, 
j=l 
(7) 
has a solution Uje Ep, j = 1, . . . , v, for arbitrary ai E ffq, i = 1, . . . , r. Similarly to the 
proof of Theorem 1 we are reduced to the question whether the system analogous 
to (4) with v in place of n has a solution. Now we apply Proposition 5.1. In the case 
of S(B, G) we must provide that the sum of the Uj is a,. Instead of (4) consider 
1 bjA(Rj)=ai, i= 1, . . ..r. (8) 
where the sum of bje lFp\ {0}, j= 1, . . . , w, equals ao. Clearly we can always arrange 
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this for arbitrary w for p # 2, and for w=aO (mod 2) for p = 2. (i) follows from (ii) 
and the Weil bound. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3. The minimum distance of S(D, G - P) is at most v if the linear 
system 
i ujcf;:(Qj)=O, i= 1, . . ..r. (9) 
j=l 
in variables u t, . . . . u, has a solution UjE ffP, j= 1, . . . . 0, such that uj+O for some j. 
Thus the computations in this case run parallel to those of the covering radius, with 
one exception: we need a nontrivial solution. Consider the system of algebraic equa- 
tions of the form (2): 
j$lh(Rj)=O, i= l,...,r. (10) 
We must estimate the number of solutions of (10) which “reduce to zero” in the 
sense that Mi E # {j 1 Rj = Qi} (mod& = 0. We omit this easy calculation. The 
minimum distance of S(D, G) is estimated along the same lines with necessary 
modifications. Cl 
7. Concluding remarks 
If X= P I, P= {0}, and G is a multiple of the infinite point { oo}, the code 
S(D, G-P) is a primitive narrow sence BCH code. In this case our results reduce 
to the well-known results in the theory of BCH codes (see [8,4]). If X= IP ‘, 
P= {m}, and G is an arbitrary effective divisor with support disjoint from P, then 
S(D, G-P) is a classical Goppa code. For p = 2 and G = 2cPi, i.e., for separable 
binary Goppa codes, the results analogous to Theorems 2, 3 and 4 were recently ob- 
tained in [9]. 
After the abstract of this paper was distributed the author became aware that 
some of the results were independently obtained by other people. A statement very 
similar to our Theorem 4 was proved by Lachaud [6,7]. Moreno and Moreno [ 101 
obtained results analogous to our Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 for p = 2 and n >q. 
Recently Rodier [ 1 l] showed that Theorem 4 alone implies Theorem 1. 
I am grateful to Oscar Moreno, Michael Tsfasman, Sergei Vladut, and Alexander 
Barg for stimulating discussions and their interest in this work. 
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